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NCAR Scientists Monitor Summer Storms with Mobile Weather Station

BOULDER—  A mobile weather station, used to launch weather balloons directly 

beneath thunderstorms near Denver and in northeastern Colorado, is the latest 

tool scientists with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in 

Boulder have employed to monitor the area's recent thunderstorm activity.

NCAR's portable weather station, housed in a 12-passenger van, is part of a 

cooperative field research project currently under way between scientists at NCAR 

and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Boulder and the 

National Weather Service forecast office at Stapleton International Airport.

The field project includes meteorologists from NCAR's Convective Storms and 

Atmospheric Technology Divisions, NOAA's Program for Regional Observing and 

Forecasting Services (PROFS) at the Environmental Research Laboratories in 

Boulder, and the National Weather Service.

The principal purpose of the field experiment is to learn how to distinguish 

between wind boundaries— sometimes visible, often invisible--which can initiate 

convective storms, and the severe weather phenomena that often accompany the 

storms. The ultimate goal is to refine weather forecasts, giving more precise 

location and timing of new thunderstorm activity.

NCAR's mobile weather station is guided to appropriate launch locations by its 

meteorologists stationed in the PROFS control center in Boulder. There, NOAA 

scientists are using weather information from a variety of sources, including 

NCAR's large Doppler radar near Marshall, Colorado, for experimental weather 

forecasting. As part of the data sharing process, the meteorologists can verify 

thunderstorm activity such as how much rain, hail, lightning and damaging winds 

are being produced in the actual region of the storm.
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NCAR meteorologists inside the van transmit both visual and meteorological 

information collected by the portable automated mesonet (PAM) weather station 

in the vehicle and the scientific data from the radiosondes attached to the 

weather balloons to the PROFS control room in Boulder.

"This is the first time that balloons have been launched from a mobile weather 

station in Colorado to gather meteorological data for actual weather forecasts," 

says Charles Wade, an NCAR meteorologist. "The portable weather station mounted 

on the van gives the scientists constant weather data, including temperature, 

humidity and pressure."

The field crews meet each day at 10:30 a.m. to decide whether the current 

weather conditions warrant a storm chase. If so, the NCAR team boards the van, 

armed with helium tanks, balloons and radiosondes, the small weather-gathering 

instruments attached to the balloons, and drive as far as Limon and Fort Morgan 

to take on-site measurements of a thunderstorm. On one recent day, the NCAR crew 

launched balloons from near Limon and Bennett, Colorado, and between Boulder and 

Brighton within a few hours. A total of 120 will be used during the program.

NOAA scientists collect additional data from weather balloon launched at the 

Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower at Erie and at the NOAA profiler antenna 

site at Platteville, Colorado. Meteorologists aboard a Colorado State University 

research aircraft gather additional scientific information by penetrating wind 

outflow boundaries from some of the thunderstorms.

If the NOAA and NCAR meteorologists think that the information signals severe 

thunderstorm activity, they can choose to telephone the National Weather Service 

office in Denver to advise the weather forecaster on duty, who may issue a severe 

storm watch or warning to the public.

This winter the scientists from NCAR, NOAA and Colorado State University will 

analyze the scientific information and compare the radar and portable weather 

station data with satellite information to determine whether the balloon-gathered 

weather data explain why thunderstorms do or don't form when there is a visible 

or an invisible wind boundary present.

NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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